OMQ develops successful AI-based systems for customer support. OMQ
is a thought leader, a doer, and is looking for you!
As soon as possible we are looking for a:

Webdesigner (m/f/d)
in Berlin
OMQ is a pioneer of artificial intelligence in customer service. With our products we
revolutionize the way businesses communicate with their customers. Every day we
want to understand a little more of what makes excellent customer communication.
We work closely with international companies to answer their service requests with
our SaaS software.
As we're establishing a new type of product, it is important for us to support it with
a very thoughtful and functional design. As a Web/UI Designer, you help us shape
and develop our design. In that capacity, you contribute to our web presence as
well as our products. As an interface between product management and marketing,
you ensure compelling design that meets the company's goals.

Your Duties
•

You continue to develop our image externally, working to strengthen our brand and
raise awareness of OMQ.

•

You work to expand our online representation, presenting our goals graphically.

•

You develop and construct graphical concepts for landing pages, our website, social
media and content articles

•

You implement the concepts in HTML and CSS in a goal-oriented way.

•

You create variants and adapt existing pages to new needs.

•

You create graphics, images and icons for our website.

•

You work together with product development on the design and usability of our
products.

•

You bring in new momentum and help us to make our products simpler and better

•

You help our clients customize the design of OMQ products and integrate them on
their websites.

Your Profile
•

You are an experienced, passionate and motivated graphic artist.

•

You have a keen interest and understanding of current trends and high-quality design.

•

You are creative, curious, and interested in trying new things and thereby advancing
our presence.

•

You combine your interest in design with a technical interest and understanding.

•

You rework designs until they fulfill the given function.

•

You are able to translate concepts into image and vector form.

•

You can implement the design in HTML and CSS.

•

Ideally, you have an understanding of sales processes on the Internet.

•

You take responsibility and drive projects independently.

•

You have a proactive, organized and careful way of working.

•

You are independent and you enjoy teamwork.

What we offer
We are a motivated international team consisting of computer scientists, linguists,
and marketing and customer managers. OMQ is as agile as a startup and as reliable
as a mid-market company. We have open and transparent communication, promote
autonomous responsibility, and have a hands-on mentality. We are independent,
profitable and, together with new team members, we now want to develop
international markets in order to reach the next stage of our corporate
development.
Our airy, historical office building is conveniently located in the heart of Berlin. We
offer flexible working hours, opportunities for home office days, regular team events
and a pleasant informal working environment.

Your application
We look forward to you becoming a part of our team.
Please send your application (including cover letter and CV) and a few examples of your work
to jobs@omq.de. Contact person is Frank Lopez.
OMQ GmbH
Chausseestr. 22
10115 Berlin
Telefon +49 (0)30 6958 2606
www.omq.de

